
Based in Mumbai, but with customers and offices around the globe, Integreon provides a variety of 

knowledge process outsourcing (KPO) services to enterprise-scale clients around the world. It specializes 

in legal process outsourcing, reviewing and abstracting more than 20,000 contracts yearly. Another 

major focus area is business enablement services (BES) including everything from market research and 

business management to invoicing and administrative support. 

Because they provide such a comprehensive set of services to a client base of multinational law firms, 

financial-services firms, and banks, the ability to ensure complete data security and protection is critical 

to their success. 

In 2017, Sanjeev Jain, Chief Information Officer at Integreon, began to realize that in the case of data 

backup and recovery, there was room for the company to improve both effectiveness and efficiency. 

Rapid Growth, Creeping Risk
“Integreon has gone through a period of fast growth,” says Jain, “and our regional headquarters are given 

considerable independence in a lot of areas. That has included the choice of backup solution. Every 

office is required to back up data as a matter of policy, but there has been little oversight of how they 

do it.”

As a result, the different offices used a variety of solutions—everything from manual tape-based systems 

to modern cloud-connected backup solutions. “I realized that such a lack of consistency was bad in two 

ways,” says Jain. “First, it meant that our data protection was less effective than it should be. In effect, it 

was only as good as the least reliable system we were using, and that just wasn’t good enough—for us 

or for our clients. And second, it made us inefficient. The offices using older solutions were devoting far 

more time and resources to backup than should be necessary.”

A Better Backup
While on a visit to the company’s UK office, Jain and his colleagues got a first-hand look at the Barracuda 

Backup units that had been in service there for three years. “It was a real eye-opener for us,” says Jain. “We 

knew right away that Integreon could dramatically improve its data protection and reduce operating 

costs by deploying Barracuda Backup to all regional and local offices.”

Three features of the Barracuda Backup had seized Jain’s attention: Cloud replication, automation, and 

fast, easy recovery. “Compared to older solutions like tape, Barracuda Backup was clearly much more 
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About the Barracuda Backup
Barracuda Backup is a comprehensive cloud-integrated solution that protects physical, virtual, and SaaS 

environments. Barracuda Backup is simple to deploy, offers built-in offsite replication, and is easy to manage 

through our centralized cloud administration. Available as a physical or virtual appliance or as a cloud-to-cloud 

service, Barracuda Backup replaces multi-vendor, piecemeal solutions and gives you the flexibility to optimally 

leverage your existing infrastructure. It lets you replicate your backups to the Barracuda Cloud, to your AWS 

deployment, or to a second, offsite physical or virtual appliance
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reliable,” says Jain. “There’s no chance of misplaced or corrupted backups, and cloud replication protects 

data even in the event of a disaster that impacts our on-site hardware.”

Jain goes on, “And the built-in automation is a huge benefit that should easily cut our backup operating 

costs by thirty percent. But possibly the best thing about Barracuda Backup is how it supports our 

business continuity. Even if there’s a catastrophic data loss, it lets us spin up a virtual image of any lost 

servers almost instantly. That’s a game-changer in terms of customer confidence and ensuring we 

provide uninterrupted services.”

Rollout and Going Forward
“We’ve been rolling out the Barracuda Backup region by region. The units are in full service in the UK and 

India, and we’re currently rolling them out in the Philippines,” says Jain. “We’ve replaced tape solutions, 

Veeam, Veritas. And we’re already seeing benefits. Day-to-day management of the system is much 

simpler and less time-consuming. And in terms of security and regulatory compliance, we’re feeling 

much more confident. Basically, we’ve upgraded from a lot of hard work and growing costs to a kind of 

robo-backup that’s very easy and keeps costs low.”
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The best thing about Barracuda Backup is how it 
supports out business continuity. Even if there’s a 
catastrophic data loss, it lets us spin up a virtual 
image of any lost servers almost instantly.
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